
Ultimate Dance Experience Scoring Rubric 2023-2024 
Solo, Duo and Trio



DANCE DEDUCTIONS SYSTEM
VIOLATIONS

Skills Violations: (This is list is non exhaustive)
.25 - Individual Performance Error: (Unintentional Error) Poms down in an aerial, Tumble touch down
0.5 - Choreographed Individual Error- one dancer performing the skill
1.0 - Choreographed Individual Error: Single dancer performing the skill Groups or Pairs Performance Error (Unintentional Error)
1.5 Choreographed Individual Error, multiple dancers performing the skill
2.0 - Choreographed Groups or Pairs Error Multiple Executing Dancers performing the skill (Unintentional Error)
2.5 - Full/Close to full team Choreographed Groups or Pairs Error

General Rules:

Time Infractions:
.5 - 2-5 seconds overtime
1.5 - 6-10 seconds overtime
2.5 - 11 seconds or more overtime

.25 - 6.0 deductions Rules violations will be assessed by the safety judge and may range from 1.0 to 6.0 deduction determined by the severity of the 
violation and/or safety concern of the athlete(s). Intentional choreography and performance errors will be taken into consideration during 
assessment.
The use of the Profanity/inappropriate language repeatedly in the music would warrant a steeper penalty than jewellery that is not worn as a team.
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IMAGE POLICY - 1.0

Inappropriate choreography, uniform and/or music, as well as violations that break the image policy will be issued a 1.0 deduction.
We strongly recommend teams wearing only briefs or leotards without additional coverage wear tights. Teams may be asked to modify costumes or 
receive a deduction.

UNSPORTSMANLIKE CONDUCT DEDUCTION - 6.0 When an individual is in discussion with an official, other coaches, athletes and 
parents/spectators they must maintain proper professional conduct. Failing to do so will result in 5.0 deduction and removal of the individual or 
disqualification. Includes (but not limited to) the following:

Inappropriate and deliberate physical contact between athletes during the event
Abuse of equipment or any items associated with the event
Using language or a gesture that is obscene, offensive, or insulting
Using language or gestures that offend race, religion, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin
Showing dissent towards scoring official decision by word or action
Threat of assault to an event representative
Public criticism of an event related incident or event official
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DIFFICULTY

Skills Difficulty 
Number of technical dance skills, considering degree of difficulty and combinations including transitions, footwork and pace. 

Max Score 
5

Choreography Difficulty 
Flow of routine, use of floor, musicality, visual effects, variety, pace, innovation and creativity.

Max Score 
5

Performance Communication 
Projection, confidence, expression and emotion to convey and maintain mood/emotion of the concept/style/story

Max Score 
5

Overall Routine Impression 
Entertainment value, solid clean routine, stamina, Crowd appeal, showmanship 

Max Score 
5
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TECHNIQUE

Skills Technique  
Overall skills technique, body positions, control, flexibility and precision.

Max Score 
5

Choreography Technique 
Performed with precision and control.

Max Score 
5

Quality of Movement 
Clear clean form, intensity, correct positioning, alignment, extension, control, body placement 

Max Score 
5

Performance Execution 
Maintain accuracy, clarity and control, along with commitment to the style and interpretation of movement.

Max Score 
5
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